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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a new algorithm of iterative
least squared (LS) channel estimation for 64 antennas Massive
Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) turbo-receiver. The al-
gorithm employs log-likelihood ratios (LLR) of low-density parity-
check (LDPC) decoder and minimum mean square error (MMSE)
estimator to achieve soft data symbols. These soft data symbols are
further MMSE-weighted again and combined with pilot symbols
to achieve a modified LS channel estimate. The modified LS
estimate is employed by the same channel estimation unit to
enhance turbo-receiver performance via channel re-estimation, as
a result, the proposed approach has low complexity and fits any
channel estimation solution, which is quite valuable in practice.
We analyze both hard and soft algorithm versions and present
simulation results of 5G turbo-receiver in the 3D-UMa model of
the QuaDRiGa 2.0 channel. Simulation results demonstrate up to
0.3dB performance gain compared to the unweighted hard data
symbols utilization in the LS channel re-calculation.

Index Terms—Massive MIMO; Channel estimation; Turbo-
receiver

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) is a key
technology of the 5G generation wireless communication sys-
tems [1], [2]. The main feature of the Massive MIMO technol-
ogy is the use of a large number of antennas in the receiver
(64, 256 or more, while in the usual 4G MIMO there are no
more than 8 antennas) as described in [3], [2]. As a result,
the 5G standard provides opportunities for multiple spectrum
reuse in multi-user (MU-MIMO) mode and, therefore, high
spectrum efficiency due to joint non-linear detection of users
and better interference suppression. Therefore, Massive MIMO
technology is the basis of the 5G standard Enhanced Mobile
Broadband (eMBB) as shown in [1], [2]. It can be expected that
the number of antennas will increase in the next generations
of mobile communications. However, with a growing number
of antennas the channel estimation (CE) accuracy gets worse
because of decreasing signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio per antenna.
Therefore, CE plays a key role in Massive MIMO efficiency.
Finally, there is about 1dB...2dB theoretically proven perfor-
mance loss compared to an ideal channel estimation, which is
much more than CE losses of 0.1dB...0.5dB in 4G technology
as shown in [4], [5] and [6].

Turbo CE algorithms can improve estimation accuracy by
jointly utilizing pilot symbols and a soft estimate of transmitted
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data symbols [7]. The turbo receiver is based on the principle
of using decoded data to improve channel estimation. The stan-
dard 5G channel estimate employs pilot symbols for channel
estimation, and after decoding the data, more symbols appear
[3], represented by the soft decision of the low-density parity-
check (LDPC) decoder, therefore, the channel re-estimation will
be much more accurate. Moreover, it is used both to improve
CE accuracy and MIMO detector quality in the MU-MIMO
mode, i.e. when detecting a large number of users [8]. The turbo
receiver consists of iteratively calculating the channel estimate,
MIMO detection and LDPC decoding, realizing the so-called
external iteration in order to improve receiver performance [9].

The problem of the most efficient utilization of these data
symbols remains open since it includes taking into account
a large number of parameters and non-linear relationships
between them [10]. In the CE, there is an acute question
of new pilots recounting according to the log-likelihood ra-
tios (LLR) obtained after decoding. This calculation is done
through non-linear functions (logarithm, product) and contains
threshold processing; moreover, it is necessary to make a joint
weighted estimate for new and old pilots, and the calculation
of weights depends on many parameters. The straightforward
way is to treat all the LDPC-decoded data symbols the same
way as pilots, which is called hard turbo decoding. Though
it seems intuitively obvious that one should treat pilots better
than the decoded data and use a higher coefficient for them
and that the coefficient for the user symbols should decrease
when the LLR values show large error probability. It was
shown in [7], [9], [10], [11] that such a method significantly
improves performance when using the weighted sum of the first
soft decoding, while problems of probabilities conversion into
complex amplitudes and weighting coefficients calculation are
not solved, and, as a rule, are performed empirically. Moreover,
turbo equalization causes an extra delay in the received signal
processing. The extra delay could result in messages lost and
a repeat request occurs. Therefore, both performance and com-
plexity of the data-aided least squared (LS) channel estimation
make a significant sense [11], [12]. Therefore, there are several
existing ways to account for this information, but they lack for
more efficiency and less complexity.

In this paper, we construct an efficient soft mapper and
a new data-aided LS channel estimation, which employs the
information about LLR, i.e. our algorithm re-calculates input
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signal for the standard CE unit as shown in Fig. 1. The units
we are working on are highlighted by red.

It should be noted that the proposed LS estimation technique
is robust to the self CE unit, i.e. our solution can be used
with any CE algorithm. We provide both theory and simulations
with 5G turbo-receiver in Quadriga channel [16]. It can help
to understand which techniques are useful in constructing soft
turbo LS estimations and which approaches are doomed to fail.

Fig. 1: Turbo (iterative) channel estimation

II. SIMULATION TOOL

The MMSE algorithm from [13], [14] and [15] performs the
MIMO detector function in Fig. 1 and antenna array consists of
64 antennas (2 co-located sub-arrays of size 8×4 with different
polarization). We utilize (144,288) LDPC code with the Min-
Sum decoding algorithm in the receiver end [17], [18] . The
DFT-based channel estimation was implemented as described in
[6]. QuaDRiGa, short for ”QUAsi Deterministic RadIo channel
GenerAtor” [16], was used to generate realistic radio channel
responses in system-level simulations of 5G scenarios. We test
our algorithms with 64 antennas MIMO in 3D-UMa non-line
of sight (NLOS) scenarios for single antenna users with a speed
of 5 km/h. Our simulation set consists of 140 propagation
scenarios with 32 additive white noise seeds per each scenario.
A short 3D fragment of the channel magnitude spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Magnitude spectrum of QuaDRiGa channel

III. SOFT MODULATOR

To construct a soft (or hard) modulator shown in Fig. 1 we
first of all need to determine probabilities of attaining each
QAM point. These probabilities are computed as follows. Each
lattice node has a binary code c ∈ {0, 1}Q, where Q is the
modulation order. Each bit has a corresponding LLR value
LLRk, which defines the probability of it to be equal to 1,
k = 1, Q. The LLR value is given by:

LLRk = ln
pk(0)

pk(1)
,

where pk(0) and pk(1) = pk are the probability of bits ”0” and
”1” receiving respectively. Since pk(0) + pk(1) = 1, the LLR
equation is given by:

LLRk = ln
1− pk
pk

,

Therefore, the probabilities can be computed as:

pk =
1

1 + eLLRk

Total probability for each lattice node (QAM point) can be
calculated as a product of all pk for the bits equal to 1 and 1−pk
for all the bits equal to 0. Let us denote these probabilities by
Pj , j = 1, 2Q.

Let q ∈ C2Q be the vector of all QAM points. For example,
for QPSK we have q =

[
1+i√

2
1−i√

2
−1+i√

2
−1−i√

2

]
. Let

us denote by x a random variable, which is equal to qj with
probability Pj , that is

P (x = qj) = Pj

Value of j, corresponding to the highest probability Pj corre-
sponds to the ”hard” QAM point (hard modulator). To construct
a soft modulator we need to use the expected value.

Expectations can be computed the same way as for any other
discrete random variable. For instance,

Ex =

2Q∑
j=1

P (x = qj) qj =

2Q∑
j=1

Pjqj (1)

Later we will use vector notation. Equation (1) then shows
how to compute expectations for each element x of any data
vector x.



IV. DATA-AIDED LS CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Let Y ∈ CNofdm×Nused×Nrx be the received data, where
Nofdm is the total number of orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in one time transmission inter-
val (TTI) :

Nofdm = Ndata +Npilot,

where Ndata = 12 is the number of data symbols, Npilot = 2
is the number of pilot symbols, Nused = RBnum ×RBsize is
the total number of subcarriers, 1 resource block (RB) contains
RBsize = 12 subcarriers, RBnum is the number or reserved
RB, Nrx is the total number of antennas. Let H ∈ CNused×Nrx

be the channel matrix. Let us denote by y ∈ CNofdm a single
vector of data from Y , corresponding to the element h from
H . It can be represented as:

y = hx+ e

or elementwise
yi = hxi + ei,

where xi is the lattice node used to send the data and ei is an
additive white gaussian noise. For pilots the equation is:

yi = hp+ ei,

where p2 is the power ratio of the pilot signal compared to data
symbols (usually, pilot symbols are transmitted with 2 times
higher power compared to data ones).

Hereafter we will treat data symbols the same way as pilot
symbols, but with higher uncertainty. For example, if there are
two pilots, we can set x1 = p and x2 = p and other elements
of x will correspond to the data. In general, xi are random
variables. For pilot symbols the p value is known with 100%
certainty, while data symbols are given as discrete randomly
distributed complex variables, which take values on the lattice.
Probabilities of attaining each value can be determined using
the knowledge of LLRs (see section III).

In case when only pilots are used to decode the data or all xi
are rescaled to 1 and the speed of the user is not high, one can
use just a simple averaging over pilot symbols before passing
data to the MIMO detector again (non-turbo version, where the
input of Channel Estimation unit in Fig. 2 is calculated from 2
pilot symbols). The same thing can, of course, be done in the
turbo mode if we use a hard version by fixing xi. However,
there should be a better way.

Our task is to estimate element h of the matrix H , corre-
sponding to data vector y. We will achieve this by constructing
the linear minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimate. The
general MMSE estimate û of an unknown random variable u
based on the observation z can be expressed as:

û = E
(
uzH

) (
E
(
zzH

))−1
z

In our case u = h is a single value and z = y is a vector,
therefore, the averaged product

E
(
hyH

)
= ExHE|h|2 ∈ CNofdm

represents a row vector and the correlation matrix for y can be
calculated as:

E
(
yyH

)
= E

(
xxH

)
E|h|2 + E|ei|2I ∈ CNofdm×Nofdm

Therefore, we get for the MMSE estimate ĥ as:

ĥ = ExH
(
E
(
xxH

)
+ σ2I

)−1
y, (2)

where σ2 = E|ei|2/E|h|2. Equation (2) is what we are going
to use to define the soft modulator in Fig. 1. We don’t use it
directly, because it involves matrix inverse. Let us simplify it
by explicitly calculating the inverse of the correlation matrix.

First of all, we note that non-diagonal terms of the correlation
matrix E

(
xxH

)
are equal to non-diagonal terms of ExExH .

Indeed, non-diagonal values are equal to E (xi conj(xj)) with
i 6= j. QAM points from different data symbols are inde-
pendent, therefore, for i 6= j we have E (xi conj(xj)) =
ExiE conj(xj). For diagonal elements (i = j) we have the
equality:

E (xi conj(xi)) = ExiE conj(xi) +
(
E|xi|2 − |Exi|2

)
Therefore,

E
(
xxH

)
= ExExH + diag

(
E|xi|2 − |Exi|2

)
and

E
(
xxH

)
+σ2I =

(
σ2I + diag

(
E|xi|2 − |Exi|2

))
+ExExH

The first term is a diagonal matrix while the second term is a
rank one matrix. Inverse of such combination can be calculated
explicitly using rank one update formula. Let us denote:

A = σ2I + diag
(
E|xi|2 − |Exi|2

)
and

φ = Ex,

Then the r.h.s. of equation (2) can be calculated as:

ExH
((
σ2I + diag

(
E|xi|2 − |Exi|2

))
+ ExExH

)−1
= φH

(
A+ φφH

)−1
= φH

(
A−1 − A

−1φφHA−1

1 + φHA−1φ

)
=

φHA−1

1 + φHA−1φ

After substitution we can rewrite the result in elementwise
notation as follows:

ĥ =

Nofdm∑
i=1

E (conj(xi)yi)

E|xi|2 + σ2 +
∑
j 6=i
|Exj |2 E|xi|2−|Exi|2+σ2

E|xj |2−|Exj |2+σ2

(3)

To use equation (3) one needs to find expectations for xi and
|xi|2 based on LLR and substitute them to get the appropriate
scaling of yi. It should be noted, however, that the value of σ2

depends on both application scenario and receiver parameters
(code rate, code length, MIMO detector algorithm and other).
The leftover noise power should be approximately proportional
to the original noise power, but much less than it. Therefore, one
can find σ2 by fitting the corresponding coefficient to minimize
the frame error rate (FER).



V. COMPLEXITY REDUCTION

To further simplify the equation (3) let us assume that the
average variance after the soft modulator is proportional to the
original noise power:

avg
(
E|xi|2 − |Exi|2

)
def
=

Ndata∑
i=1

Nused∑
j=1

(
E|xji |2 −

∣∣∣Exji ∣∣∣2)
NusedNdata

≈ σ2/C,

where j is the subcarrier index. We can approximate σ2 as:

σ2 ≈ C ·

Ndata∑
i=1

Nused∑
j=1

(
E|xji |2 −

∣∣∣Exji ∣∣∣2)
NusedNdata

Constant C should not depend on the noise power and can
be fitted. Parameter C was optimized by the genetic algorithm
(GA) to minimize turbo-receiver FER. According to our simu-
lations in Quadriga channel, σ2 is an order of magnitude higher
than the variance of xi, meaning the soft modulator decreases
the noise quite sufficiently. Consequently, we can approximate
the ratios as follows:

E|xi|2 − |Exi|2 + σ2

E|xj |2 − |Exj |2 + σ2
≈ 1

Finally, we achieve the equation:

ĥ ≈
Nofdm∑
i=1

E (conj(xi)yi)

E|xi|2 +
∑
j 6=i
|Exj |2 + C · avg

(
E|xj |2 − |Exj |2

)
(4)

Here and after this algorithm is named soft param. Finally, in
our experiments, the GA optimization results in C ≈ 17.

We compare our soft param approach (4) with hard one
and some other intuitive techniques, which are briefly described
here. A straightforward hard version of the modulator in data-
aided LS channel estimation is given by:

ĥ =
1

Nofdm

Nofdm∑
i=1

conj([xi])yi

|[xi]|2
, (5)

where instead of expectations E conj(xi) we use the values of
xi from the most probable lattice node. Denote these values by
[xi]. For pilots [xi] = xi just returns the appropriate scale.

The simplest soft turbo receiver can be obtained by applying
generalized least squares to the observation process of:

yi = hExi + h (xi − Exi) + ei = hExi + e′i

The unbiased estimate can be calculated as:

ĥ =

Nofdm∑
i=1

E (conj(xi)yi)

Nofdm∑
i=1

ExiE conj(xi)

, (6)

Here and after the algorithm (6) is named soft unbiased.
However, equation (6) completely ignores the noise, while most

error comes from additive noise and not from soft modulation
mistakes. In practice, quantization approach can also be applied
to improve the soft unbiased one performance, where instead
of expectations E conj(xi) we again use the values of xi from
the most probable lattice node:

ĥ =

Nofdm∑
i=1

conj([xi])yi

Nofdm∑
i=1

|[xi]|2
(7)

The algorithm (7) is named hard weighted. The advantage of
this approach compared to the simplest hard version is that it
correctly minimizes the additive noise by using a larger weight
for received signals with larger power.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

One of the methods to reduce complexity is based on CE
implementation in a beam domain. The beam domain CE is
based on the input signal transformation from antenna to beam
domain via multiplying antennas signal by the transform matrix.
As a result, signal dimensionality is reduced from NRX = 64
omnidirectional antennas to, e.g. NPORT = 16 beams focused
on the channel scatterers. Then both channel estimation and
MIMO detection algorithms are performed in the beam domain,
resulting in less complexity. Usually, the beam transform matrix
is calculated from sounding reference signals (SRS), intended
to achieve the channel state information (CSI). CSI describes
how the signal propagates from the target user and represents
the combined effect of scattering, fading, and power delay.
Therefore, we test data-aided LS estimations for both antenna
and beam domains in 1RB and 4RB bandwidths in both turbo
and non-turbo modes. Simulation results are presented in Fig. 3,
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 for code rate of 0.5 and modulation orders
of QAM16 and QAM64.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

The proposed soft algorithm of data-aided LS channel esti-
mation demonstrates up to 0.3dB performance gain in frame
error rate compared to the straightforward hard version. This
gain is quite valuable for the turbo-receiver, which brings
about 0.8dB gain compared to the non-turbo one. Our method
doesn’t depend on the implementation of the channel estimation
unit and, therefore, can be applied in any receiver software.
To achieve an extra performance gain we applied a genetic
algorithm to optimize parameter C in a training set of channel
realizations. We have validated the trained value of C = 17 for
both antenna and beam domain channel estimates in 3D-UMa
NLOS configuration of 5G Quadriga channel for 5km/h user.
The algorithm was compared with other data-aided LS channels
estimates in different bandwidths and modulation orders to
prove the robustness.



Fig. 3: Turbo-receiver performance for 1RB, QAM16

Fig. 4: Turbo-receiver performance for 4RB, QAM16
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